Mental health-promoting dialogues from the perspective of community-dwelling seniors with multimorbidity

Abstract: Mental health promotion needs to be studied more deeply within the context of primary care, because persons with multiple chronic conditions are at risk of developing poor mental health. In order to make progress in the understanding of mental health promotion, the aim of this study was to describe the experiences of health-promoting dialogues from the perspective of community-dwelling seniors with multimorbidity – what these seniors believe is important for achieving a dialogue that may promote their mental health. Seven interviews with six women and one man, aged 83–96 years, were analyzed using qualitative content analysis. The results were summarized into nine subcategories and three categories. The underlying meaning of the text was formulated into an overarching theme that embraced every category, “perceived and well-managed as a unique individual”. These seniors with multimorbidity missed someone to talk to about their mental health, and needed partners that were accessible for health dialogues that could promote mental health. The participants missed friends and relatives to talk to and they (crucially) lacked health care or social service providers for health-promoting dialogues that may promote mental health. An optimal level of care can be achieved through involvement, continuity, and by providing a health-promoting dialogue based on seniors’ needs and wishes, with the remembrance that general health promotion also may promote mental health. Implications for clinical practice and further research are discussed.
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Introduction
The prevalence of mental disorders increases with age. Poor mental health has become a major public health issue among older people in Sweden, and there are similar issues in other high-income countries. Mental disorders may involve anxiety or depression, can lead to multiple prescriptions of pharmaceuticals (for different mental disorders), social isolation, and suicidal behavior. Seniors with multimorbidity (ie, patients with more than one long-term condition) are common in several Western countries, both in the general population and among primary care patients. Mental health promotion needs to be studied more deeply within the context of primary care, because persons with multiple chronic conditions are at risk of developing poor mental health.

Mental health promotion is defined by the World Health Organization as “the creation of living conditions and environments that support mental health and allow people to adopt and maintain healthy lifestyles”. In many ways, promotion of mental health also overlaps with prevention, yet they are also distinct, in that the emphasis in mental health promotion is on positive mental health. Still, a lot could be done to promote mental health among seniors. For instance, mental health promotion could
focus on determinants such as: social relations, the awareness of mental health issues, and the availability of therapeutic and psychosocial interventions, like practical support, structured individual counseling, and consistent, long-term, professional support. Mental health is also determined by multiple and interacting psychological, social, and biological factors; just as illness and health are in general. Mental health and physical health are also closely associated through various mechanisms, as shown by studies of the links between depression and cardiovascular disease. The World Health Organization declared: “most preventive health care and screening for early disease detection and management takes place in the primary health care setting at the community level”. Furthermore, prevention of late-life depression requires identification of seniors at highest risk, such as those with specific chronic medical conditions, painful physical symptoms, and perceived loneliness. Nevertheless, promoting good health and minimizing the consequences of chronic disease through early detection has become a major focus for primary care, given that primary care professionals often encounter seniors with multimorbidity.

In Sweden, seniors with multiple chronic conditions often live in the community; their homes play a primary role as health-promoting arenas for health care and social service providers. In Swedish primary care, general practitioners and specially-trained nurses, called district nurses, have the main responsibility for health promotion activities. Their responsibilities are stipulated by law and include health promotion among patients of all ages. One example of a health promotion activity is what is commonly referred to as a “preventive home visit” – an integral aspect of primary care. Swedish district nurses provide preventive home visits, to all 75-year-old persons who agree to it. Preventive home visits is a free of charge planned contact that offers a senior the opportunity to discuss her/his health and health problems in a structured way. District nurses in primary care provide health care to an elderly population in their own homes, with support from municipal home help services, which supports autonomy, by enabling the elderly to stay in their own housing as long as possible. Seniors living in their own homes can also be granted support from the municipal home help service, in accordance with the Social Service Act. The support varies according to the client’s needs, and facilitates daily life in areas such as purchasing groceries, cleaning, and personal care. The district nurse may delegate the responsibility for administration of prescribed medication to an appropriately-qualified social service provider from the municipal home help service. However, fragmentation of care for community-dwelling seniors with multimorbidity occurs. For many years, increased collaboration between social service and medical providers has been proposed. Further, a holistic approach and preserved continuity of care and support are required to help these seniors to retain their quality of life and remain in their homes without too many interruptions from acute hospital care.

Our previous study showed that social contacts, physical activity, and optimism may improve mental health, while social isolation, aging, and chronic pain may worsen it. Furthermore, mental health was described mostly in negative terms, and as something that one could not discuss with others. Other informants perceived their own experiences of mental illness (such as depression) as “normal” and a “natural” part of the aging process. These assumptions of depression in older age have to be corrected when effective psychological and medical treatments are available. In order to make progress in understanding mental health promotion, the aim of this study was to describe the experiences of health-promoting dialogues from the perspective of community-dwelling seniors with multimorbidity, and what these seniors believe to be important for achieving a dialogue that may promote their mental health.

Methods

The study used a qualitative descriptive design, with a latent and manifest qualitative content analysis technique inspired by Graneheim and Lundman. Qualitative interviews were used for data collection, which gave the researcher the opportunity to understand the participant’s lived world, from the subject’s own experiences and unique perspective. Content analysis is a method that facilitates description of the content of communication, by measuring the intensity or frequency of occurrence of phrases, words, or sentences. We wanted to capture meaning in the communication of narrative data. An inductive content analysis of the qualitative data was chosen, according to the purpose of this study, and because there are, to our knowledge, no previously-identified studies dealing with the phenomenon (ie, experiences of health dialogues and dialogues that may promote mental health). For this study, we chose both manifest (what the text said) and latent (what the text is talking about) content analysis, in order to further study our earlier finding: that participants had difficulties talking about their mental health.

Participants

A convenience and purposeful sample of seven seniors participated in this study: six women (aged 83–96 years old) and one man (aged 85 years old), living in their own homes in a suburb of Stockholm. All participants were widowed.
The six women lived alone, while the man lived with his son. The seniors had agreed earlier to participate in this follow-up study, since they previously participated in a study with 13 former inpatients of a geriatric clinic specializing in elderly people with multimorbidity. Criteria for exclusion comprised: 1) being diagnosed or suspected of having dementia; and 2) not speaking the local language (Swedish). Three former participants had died, and two had developed what was suspected to be dementia, and then moved to a nursing home, excluding them from this study. Eight of the former 13 participants were contacted by the first author. One of those seniors refused to participate, and seven agreed to participate in an interview, which took place in the senior’s home.

Procedure
The first author contacted the participating seniors at their homes, where the interviews took place, performed by the first author. A semi-structured, in-depth interview was chosen, to extend our understanding of dialogues that could promote mental health. All individual interviews began with a question about the seniors’ experiences of health-promoting dialogues, as to what they perceived was important in dialogues that could promote their mental health. Follow-up and probing questions were used, in order to know more about how their experiences of dialogues had a positive impact on their mental health, and about what they regarded as important social contacts that had improved their mental health or could promote it through dialogues. The credibility of data collection was confirmed by a member check technique at the end of each interview, the interviewer made a summary of the content and asked if the expressed meaning had been captured and comprehended. The interviews (45–65 minutes) were conducted in the form of a conversation. Data were collected from February to June 2011.

Data analysis
The transcribed text was analyzed using content analysis inspired by Graneheim and Lundman. The audiotaped interviews were transcribed verbatim by the first author, who read all texts thoroughly, several times, to get an overall picture of the data. The texts were then structured into two domains, based on the two aims of the interview schedule: 1) experiences of health-promoting dialogues, and 2) what is important in dialogues that could promote mental health. The interview text was further divided into meaning units: words and statements that were related to the same central meaning. These condensed meaning units were shortened in length, and in order to be close to the text. Each meaning unit was then labeled with a code, and categorized inductively (on the basis of the content before the whole text was condensed and labeled with codes). Since the informants expressed that they were not aware of any health or mental health-promoting dialogues with health professionals, the two domains were put together into one unit of analysis, based on what is important for a general dialogue that could promote mental health. The codes in the whole unit of analysis were further compared for differences and similarities, and were sorted into categories, based on similarities. In this comparison, three categories emerged, which were then finally sorted into nine subcategories (ie, three subcategories for each of the three categories). A category refers mainly to a descriptive level of content. It can be seen as an expression of the manifest content of the text, and may answer the question, “What?”.

This process was repeated, and, as a final step, one overarching theme was formulated, which captured the participants’ experiences of dialogues that could promote mental health, and what they believed was important for achieving a dialogue that could promote their mental health. To enhance trustworthiness, the codes, categories, subcategories, and theme were reflected upon and discussed by the research team throughout the analysis process, resulting in consolidation of the findings.

Findings
As the result of the analysis of the interviews, nine subcategories, three categories, and one theme were identified. The underlying meaning (ie, the latent content) of the text was formulated into an overarching theme that embraced every category: “Perceived and well-managed as a unique individual”. The category “Accessibility for dialogue” contained aspects of a person, time, and forum for dialogues that could promote mental health. The category “Meeting a competent person” contained professional, social, and personal aspects. The category “Getting social support” contained informative, instrumental, and emotional aspects. For illustration of the analysis, with examples of codes and emerged subcategories, categories, and overarching theme, see Table 1.

Accessibility for dialogue
This category was divided into aspects of a person, time, and forum for perceived and preferred dialogues with
friends, neighbors, relatives, and different care or health care professionals who could help the informants promote their mental health. First of all, the participating seniors had difficulties expressing whether they had any experiences of pronounced and purposeful health-promoting dialogues with any health care professional. Further, all seniors reported that they were missing “a person for dialogue” about their general health and mental health. This desire included contacts with district nurses, general practitioners, counselors, priests, physiotherapists, and personnel from home help services. One female said: “I wish that there was someone from the health care system that one, in a way, […] could meet to sit down with and to talk”. Even relatives, such as daughters, may help promote mental health. Another participant said: “I feel more relaxed in the body and so […] when I talk with my relatives! And so you may get a better sleep”. The seniors also reported that district nurses had less time for dialogue or a general conversation about the seniors’ health. According to the participants, district nurses were occupied with activities such as medical assignments, taking venous blood samples, or measuring blood pressure in the seniors’ homes. Another man reported that he often met different general practitioners and district nurses at the health center. He further noted that “the health center isn’t for us” and that he couldn’t talk with anyone at the health center about his mental health. There were also seniors who reported that they could talk about almost anything with their specific district nurse and general practitioner. The participants in this study had contacts with several persons from home help services, whom they didn’t know by name. One man said that he could talk with several contacts from home help services about his mental health. However, other participants reported that personnel from home help services didn’t have the time for a conversation. One participant said: “And then there is the home help services […] they are only entering my home and then turn around and leave”. Another female said:

Well […] yes, and so they [personnel from home help services] also always are in a hurry all the time […] They never have the time to stay for a while […] Yes, and that means that I only have a few minutes to talk about how I feel.

It was seen as important to have a more frequent contact for general conversations with their friends, neighbors, children, or grandchildren. However, most participants’ friends had died, had developed cognitive impairment, or had multiple chronic conditions affecting their physical health and mobility so that they had difficulties leaving their homes and visiting the participants. It was important that a social contact was present in the meeting who had a personal interest and desire to talk about mental health. The aspect of time for health dialogue indicated the importance of health care professionals providing a dialogue and reserved time for this purpose. Furthermore, it was important that these social contacts weren’t in a hurry, stressed, or occupied with other activities at the same time. The aspect of a “Forum for dialogue” described where preferably the dialogue should take place, such as in the senior’s home, hospital, or at the health center. There were seniors who preferred personal meetings for mental health dialogue in their homes. Other participants had personal experiences from contacts with health care professionals via telephone – which was described as an acceptable way to discuss mental health. The telephone was further described as an important device in breaking social isolation and feelings of loneliness, through daily contacts with children or friends. As one participant said:

Yes, I had a lot of telephone contact with a friend […] and then we used to talk about things that had happened to us that day […] She was very sharp in the head and we used to analyze things!

Other seniors talked about a desirable environment for personal meetings in terms of a “peaceful” and “quiet” place, not crowded with people, where they could sit down without feeling stressed during a dialogue about mental health: “Because I have a difficult time when I am around a lot of people, I used to become dizzy in my head”. One other woman reported: “Yeah, that one sits down in a quiet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Accessibility for dialogue</th>
<th>Perceived and well-managed as a unique individual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Being present</td>
<td>Providing dialogue</td>
<td>Social skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time for dialogue</td>
<td>Personal meetings</td>
<td>Personality traits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forum for dialogue</td>
<td>Caring</td>
<td>Informative support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td>Instrumental support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Examples of codes and emerged subcategories, categories, and theme from the content analysis
Meeting a competent person
This category was divided into professional, social, and personal aspects. The category included perceived and desirable competencies among persons with whom participants wished to have a mental health dialogue, according to their experiences of dialogues with other social contacts that had promoted or could promote their health. The professional aspect of competence meant a desire to talk with health care professionals prepared for dialogues about mental health. “Professional knowledge” meant desirable fundamental knowledge and skills, in a position or occupation, which was expressed in terms of being versed and educated in the mental health field. As one participant said:

The person had to be educated, so to speak [...] and she [a nursing aide at a senior daycare] was probably very educated for the mental thing.

Other seniors mentioned competence in communicating in Swedish, as well as in general verbal communication. It was also important that health care and other care professionals had a caring purpose when they visit seniors’ homes. Such contacts for dialogues were specific persons from home help services, district nurses, general practitioners, and a priest. “Social skills” meant desirable social competencies among any social contacts, and their ability to cooperate with the senior. Further, any social contacts had to be firmly trusted, committed, and interested in talking about the seniors’ mental health. One woman reported her experiences of talking to various personnel from home help services who had not shown that they really cared about her, and who performed their job assignments in a “mechanical” way. It was also important that a social contact was able to listen, showed sympathy, and wasn’t bored during the conversation. Furthermore, the participants wanted the contact to understand what they talked about when they described whatever subjects the seniors chose to talk about. There were also participants who mentioned confidence (eg, that they had to be certain that the content of the mental health dialogue wasn’t spread to other people). The personal aspect of competence, “Personality traits”, meant a desirable personal competencies and approaches among any social contacts. Furthermore, a social contact should take initiative for a dialogue, and then be “accurate”, “honest”, “helpful”, and “show patience” when he or she talks about the senior’s mental health. One female said that she was missing her dialogues with a former nursing aide at the daycare center: “She was so gentle and she was, yes, she was so marvelous, that human being!”.

Mental health-promoting dialogues for seniors with multimorbidity

It was important to know a person well in order to talk about emotions. One participant said:

One has to [...] sort of, learn to know the person so one knows what one can [...] what one can [...] so one doesn’t have to choose the words but lets it come from the heart, directly in this way.

Another woman repeatedly expressed the importance of knowing a person well for a mental health dialogue: “I never go in to any deep dialogues with people that I don’t know”. It was also important that social contacts for mental health dialogues showed their own feelings when they asked questions about the seniors’ mental health, that the dialogue itself was, furthermore, about “give and take”, and that the contact took an active part in whatever subjects the seniors chose to talk about. There were also participants who mentioned confidence (eg, that they had to be certain that the content of the mental health dialogue wasn’t spread to other people). The personal aspect of competence, “Personality traits”, meant a desirable personal competencies and approaches among any social contacts. Furthermore, a social contact should take initiative for a dialogue, and then be “accurate”, “honest”, “helpful”, and “show patience” when he or she talks about the senior’s mental health. One female said that she was missing her dialogues with a former nursing aide at the daycare center: “She was so gentle and she was, yes, she was so marvelous, that human being!”.

Furthermore, the social contact should be “happy”, “funny”, “humorous”, and able to “make a joke” to defuse undesirable emotions that may occur during or after a mental health dialogue. The seniors also mentioned more diffuse personal qualities that were described in terms of being “natural”, “human”, “stable”, and “sweet”. There were also seniors who indicated that contacts for mental health dialogues should not be “too young” and should have enough experience of talking to other persons with mental health problems. Furthermore, it was important that they had “life experience” and had developed “general knowledge”, so that they were able to talk about whatever subjects the senior chose to talk about. One woman said that it was important that health care professionals only asked her how she was doing if they were able to “handle” her answer, which demanded probing questions about her anxiety and the fact that she had felt depressed for a long time during her adult life.
Getting social support

This category was divided into informative, instrumental, and emotional aspects. The category included perceived and desirable social support. This support could be received from relatives, neighbors, district nurses, general practitioners, counselors, priests, physiotherapists, nursing aides, or other personnel from home help services. The informative aspect of social support meant information, learning, and guidance to increase the seniors’ knowledge about their general health, mental health, and diseases. This “informative support” should result from follow-up questions to evaluate the participants’ experiences of the aging process itself, general conditions, or well-being, along with their symptoms and medical treatments for current diseases. It was important that somebody evaluate their perceived health, and one woman thought that health dialogues should mean that somebody initially said “hello” and asked her how she was doing today. The most desirable content in a mental health dialogue was about the seniors’ individual experiences of how they were doing and feeling, risk factors of mental health, and how mental health may be promoted. Furthermore, one participating senior said that personal dialogue had been important to learn how she would promote her health:

I and a nursing aide at the senior daycare talked about diseases and such things, thus […] and she said: “You should see if we do so-and-so” she said, and then she sort of told me what I should do to feel much better.

There were also seniors who said that they wanted to increase their participation in their care and treatment through information about earlier tests and blood samples, current treatment, and how to relieve pain conditions. They also wanted to know more about individual prognoses and what they could expect as they got older. Others wanted to learn more generally about dementia and cognitive impairment. The subcategory “Instrumental support” meant practical help, advice, and actions to facilitate contacts with other health care professionals who they could meet to discuss the participants’ living conditions and personal needs for practical support and help in their homes. These home visits would also end their perceived loneliness and social isolation for a while. All participants reported that they missed, most of all, friends that they could talk to. One woman said:

Because for me, mental health means […] that one has… eh…friends that one could talk to […] and one does not have to sit alone and ruminate […] When you are lonely […] then you ruminate […] and that is what I call mental illness! You know […] mental health is for me […] it’s just that I can talk with someone!

It was important that the seniors had opportunities to talk about their everyday lives and personal interests, such as literature, films, and theater. This would amuse them and lead to issues that they could talk about in a health dialogue. It was furthermore important to discuss other people’s opinions and perceptions about “now and then”, such as seniors’ experiences from childhood and living conditions in their earlier days, along with opportunities to ask questions about how it was to be young and live in society today. There were also seniors who argued that dialogue would not promote mental health in itself, but social contacts would do. As one said: “I used to hobnob with people and […] about this and that […] but it always helps if you have a personal contact with someone”. One woman repeatedly said that she appreciated personal dialogues but that she didn’t want to be “too private” when she talked about her mental health with other people. She wanted to choose what she said (and how much) about herself in a health-promoting dialogue. Other seniors said that they wanted practical help getting in touch with someone at the hospital or health center who could help them relieve their pain: authorized people responsible for home help services, senior daycare, or support, so that they could get a disposition or a permanent stay in a nursing home where they could dine and talk with others. The emotional aspect of social support, “Emotional support”, indicated an opportunity to express thoughts and emotions with someone else who could share the participating seniors’ emotions and thoughts about their daily lives. These seniors said that the focus of a mental health dialogue should be on different personal losses, or fears about dementia and death expressed by themselves and their relatives. Furthermore, an individual dialogue about a senior’s life situation was an opportunity to keep his or her mind and mental health “alert”. All seniors reported that they had more and more existential thoughts and questions connected to their previous and present life experiences, together with expectations and fear about their own, and relatives’ futures. Furthermore, a dialogue about the seniors’ emotions and thoughts may relieve their perceived anxiety and angst. This could lead to feelings of relief and security about their life situations. Additionally, while the content of a dialogue should be about the seniors’ personal emotions, it was difficult to talk about those, and explain those to other people. As one participant said: “I don’t know what to say because it is not that easy to explain how and what one feels”. The other seniors said that it was
important that they had an opportunity to complain about what was bothering them or ruminating on their life situation. Another senior argued that she did not want to lament about her life when there were so many young people who died. There were also participants who reported that the content of the dialogue wasn’t that important, even if they wanted to talk about something “positive” and “joyful”, so that their mood could improve and make them feel happier. One participant said:

Well, it [an individual dialogue] keeps the mental health going and […] the mood on the whole […] Yes, but it’s a relief if you have someone to talk to at all. It really doesn’t matter what one talks about.

**Discussion**

The main finding in this study was the necessity of being seen as a unique individual by an accessible and competent person. The seniors with multimorbidity were missing someone to talk about their mental health, and they needed partners who were accessible for health dialogues that could promote mental health. The participants missed friends and relatives to talk to, and they (crucially) lacked health care or social service providers for health-promoting dialogues – or general dialogues – that may promote their mental health.

The participants reported that, in order to disclose information about mental health to their health care or social service providers, certain criteria had to be met. Professional competence and communicative skills were important, as well as knowing each other well and creating a trusting, mutual, and continuous relationship. The seniors stressed the importance of talking about various issues related to their unique life situations, and they wanted a dialogue partner to be social, present, and somewhat personable. This could lead to an opportunity to talk about issues from the senior’s own life perspective, being understood and confirmed as a unique person, and the ability to share thoughts and emotions with another person. The seniors also wanted instrumental support, such as more practical help with social contacts and help getting in touch with people who could provide them with informative support about their current diseases, as well as an opportunity to discuss and learn more about different topics. Some of them said that they would appreciate talking about professionals’ own experiences of health care, treatment, diagnosis, and prognosis.

The participants perceived that health care and social services providers were often task-oriented and focused on practical matters instead of on dialogue with the senior. The seniors perceived that social service and health care providers had a lack of time for a dialogue and were in a hurry, and that since the seniors’ met many different health care and social service providers, it could be difficult to build a continuous and trusting relationship. The alliance of health care providers and the elderly is essential in the delivery of mental health services, and it can be strengthened by feeling that the relationship is mutual, and authentic. A person-centered approach increases the chances of changing habits among patients, and this approach is associated with decreased utilization of health care services and lower costs. The concept of person-centered care is described in the context of health-promoting dialogues, nursing, and community-based, long-term care for older adults living with chronic conditions.

According to Svedberg et al., the essence of mental health promotion is empowerment, together with educational and practical support, provided by means of a good alliance. However, health care professionals have to provide practical support to patients in their actual life contexts, aimed at encouraging empowerment processes and reducing stigmatization. To be given the opportunity to be involved and to take a more active part in different decisions about personal care, the health care system has to provide patient education and social support. Information about a disease may decrease insecurity and increase feelings of control, and help seniors with multimorbidity to cope with the consequences of diseases. Caregivers need to acknowledge that seniors’ life situations involve living with uncertainty over time. Previously, seniors (> 75 years old) reported poor understanding of their health and diseases. Bearing in mind that very old seniors seldom suffer from one disease, management programs addressing one disease seem not to be a very efficient way of providing care. Health care professionals have to provide adjusted information, based on concrete disorders, treatments, sex, ethnicity, and prognosis. Elderly patients may also need time to describe their everyday lives, to identify factors motivating the patient towards a change of lifestyle, and, if caregivers are in a hurry, they might not see seniors as individuals.

One participant in our study was a man; the remaining six were women. Our findings did not indicate that there were any sex differences in the informants’ experiences of what was important in dialogues that may promote mental health. In contrast, men may need more informative support than women, as there are sex differences in social support and coping among patients with different diseases. However, if the support is presented as information and
advice, men would be more likely to take part in emotional support from nurses.\textsuperscript{45} Furthermore, emotional support and information about different topics may also help patients cope with the individual emotions that a certain disease may arouse – and they may then perceive this as emotional support.\textsuperscript{45} All seniors in our study said that they wanted to meet trustworthy people for a health dialogue. Clearly, meeting patients on their level, through confirmation and listening to them, is required to create a relationship with the patient that is built on trust.\textsuperscript{52} Additionally, examining the level of the senior’s understanding is a necessary step in providing support; empowering seniors to provide self-care may be challenging.\textsuperscript{46} Nurses may use a cognitive and emotional tool, called “the visual art program”, which focuses on the elderly person’s knowledge and personal experience.\textsuperscript{47} These art dialogues may stimulate discussions on a variety of topics that positively shift seniors’ perceptions of their life situations.\textsuperscript{47}

The question remains as to whether these seniors’ mental health would be promoted if they were provided support to lessen their perceived loneliness and offered dialogues about what was bothering them in their daily lives. First of all, loneliness has to be recognized as a common issue among seniors, if we are to prevent or alleviate it.\textsuperscript{48} Second, habits are deeply rooted and often influenced by individual preferences and values.\textsuperscript{35} Lifestyle counseling must therefore focus on more than facts and information, and should take the patient’s attitudes, personal understandings, motivations, obstacles, self-efficacy, goals, readiness for change, and social support into account.\textsuperscript{49} However, social phobia may occur among seniors with depression,\textsuperscript{50} and this issue may be solved through telephone contacts. There were also seniors in this study who said that the forum or place for dialogues wasn’t the most important factor, and social contacts through telephone were an option. This finding is in line with Alkema et al,\textsuperscript{20} who described how telephone contacts could be used in interventions that were related to preventive home care.

In caring for elderly patients, disease-oriented care must be replaced by person-oriented home care, over time. However, home care is a heterogeneous concept, with various objectives, contents, and expected outcomes.\textsuperscript{51} Mental health issues among community-dwelling seniors require better primary care, with resources that could meet these challenges.\textsuperscript{52} In Sweden, general practitioners and district nurses are the central actors in primary care. These health care professionals have a responsibility for both preventive and medical/nursing care for all age groups.\textsuperscript{53} Home visits are still an integral aspect of primary care and impose a considerable workload on many practices. Health care professionals consider house calls essential to the process of achieving a holistic view of patients and their special conditions.\textsuperscript{51} However, district nurses may be stuck between disease-oriented and health promotion work,\textsuperscript{14} and this may reflect the finding in our study that accessibility was considered an important factor by the participants.

We found that our sample technique was well suited to the aim and to the participants’ abilities to talk about mental health. Downe-Wamboldt\textsuperscript{44} stated that content analysis has external validity as a goal, and that the sample technique is central to external validity. The findings in this study must be understood in the light of the fact that six of the seniors lived alone; this could influence the finding, as living alone has been found to affect the experience of loneliness among the very old.\textsuperscript{55} Two other limits of our study are in the number of participants, with only one male informant. Here, we followed our seniors from the first part of the research project.\textsuperscript{22} Our study may have benefitted from having additional interviewees, but it seems reasonable to believe that we have captured the main theme. The interviews appeared to be rich and substantial, in the depth and variation of reported experi-
Insurance of general dialogues that may promote mental health. At
the same time, trustworthiness in a qualitative study is gained
more by the richness of each interview than by the sample
size.35 Graneheim and Lundman24 argued that the concept of
“credibility” arises when the researcher makes a decision on
the focus of the study, selection of context, sample, or col-
lection of data. The data was richer than expected, and the
participants did not have the same difficulties talking about
mental health as in our earlier study.32 Nevertheless, a text
can never be reduced to one single meaning but just the most
probable meaning, from a particular perspective.26 Thus, our
findings should be considered as one possible interpretation
of the participants’ unique experiences. Krippendorff26 iden-
tified two forms of reliability: reproducibility and stability
over time. Cavanagh37 stated that reproducibility is a type of
intercoder reliability, and refers to the extent to which more
than one coder independently classifies data in the same way.
Therefore, all members of our research group were involved
in the coding and categorizing of the findings in this study.
This means that it is important for a high degree of reproduc-
ability to exist in content analysis, as this would signify shared
understanding of the data. The face validity of a category is
the level to which it is a measurement of the construct it
was designed (or was claimed) to measure. Content (or face)
validity can only be determined by the judgments of experts
in the area of research. It is also helpful to define categories
that illustrate differences and similarities in the data.54 Cred-
ibility is also about how well categories cover the data, and
the similarities within and differences between categories.
To enhance credibility, one must mention the value of dia-
logue among co-researchers, to agree on the way in which
the data are labeled.54 In order to do that, we have provided
examples of codes and emerged subcategories, categories,
and the theme in Table 1.

In summary, the seniors with multimorbidity missed
general dialogues with friends, relatives, and (especially)
health care and social service providers. We may hypoth-
thesize that mental health could be improved through health
dialogues with an accessible and competent health care
professional, who could provide health dialogues that are
person-centered and with a purpose to promote mental
health. Further, meaningful social activities, tailored to the
older individual’s abilities, needs, and preferences should be
considered when aiming to improve mental health among
older people.58 The participants also described what aspects
could promote mental health, such as social support and
dialogues, in order to lessen social isolation. Additionally,
social network and the perceived sense of social support
and trust are amongst significant mental health-promoting
factors among older adults; the overall effects of psychoso-
cial interventions are small but promising.58 Despite that,
community-dwelling seniors with multimorbidity together
with perceived mental health problems and loneliness may
carry a twofold stigma. These seniors may feel undesirable,
because of mental health issues, and the social perceptions of
lonely people may be unfavorable. With prolonged exposure
to solitude, seniors with mental health problems may come to
accept loneliness. An optimal level of care can be achieved
through involvement, continuity, and by providing a health-
promoting dialogue based on seniors’ needs and wishes, with
the remembrance that general health promotion also may
promote mental health.59 Further research is needed on how
health care and social service providers can improve mental
health among seniors with multiple chronic conditions.

Relevance to clinical practice
The implications of this study may be used as support
and guidance for district nurses when developing their
competence in health-promoting dialogues in relation to
patients with multiple chronic conditions. This knowledge
may also be important when planning for mental health-
promoting activities for community-dwelling seniors with
multimorbidity.
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